Abstract. With continuous progress of science and technology, the information-based era has come; meanwhile, great changes have happen in communication of Chinese folk dance art. Except for changes in subjects and objects, there are also changes in the form and feature of content of folk dance. This paper will carry out analysis on features and content of Chinese folk dance art, and explain the changes of factors influencing communication under the background of mass media.
separated from communication media; when we use different communication media to communicate folk dance art, different features are shown. For example, although the live performance can cause cordial feeling and feeling of reality, the communication effect is limited, and the space of live performance is also limited, thus only limited audience can be influenced. With the development of science and technology, the new communication media such as newspaper, television, and network continuously emerge, and the scope and speed of communication of folk dance art are also improved, but it is difficult to obtain feedback information to art; therefore, we shall make comprehensive use of various kinds of communication media to improve communication effect.
Characteristics of communication subject and object of Chinese folk dance art
Communication subject of Chinese folk dance art
The folk dance communicators have diversified characteristic, and they include the creators and performers of folk dance art, as well as various kinds of communication media, etc. The communicators are initiators of communication activities of folk dance art; the quality of communication is not directly linked with quantity of communication, but the quality will determine each person's view of value. There is certain difference in communicators' personal quality, which will cause certain effect on art communication and even cause wrong communication of artistic information. In the past, in the communication of folk dance art, the performers spread art to the public through a way of artistic performance. However, in mass media era, the public can appreciate art through various kinds of media without directly facing performers. Therefore, in terms of certain layer, the communication media is not only the coomunication intermediary of art, but also the communicator.
Communication object of Chinese folk dance art
In terms of aesthetic view, the audiences of Chinese folk dance art have two features. Firstly, the audiences' perception is different. In order to be widely popular in the society, the artistic works must be accepted and appreciated by the audiences. However, the appreciation process of folk dance doesn't always exist; as for some works, there is slight repercussion while they are initially performed, but they are later widely spread; as for some works, they obtain roaring reputation at the beginning but can't stand time trial. There are great quantity of audiences, thus their perception is also different, which is also one of decisive factors of art communication effect. In addition, the audiences' perception also has the feature of identity, which is mainly reflected at the fact that the audiences in same period also show certain perception identity although individual has different aesthetic standard as for audiences under different era background; for instance, there is different popular art in different period.
Economic and political demand of Chinese folk dance art
The development of social economy is also influenced by folk dance art. Today, people's problem of food and clothing has been solved, and people start to seek for spiritual enjoyment and carry out active artistic activities; the folk dance meets people's artistic demand. The economic relation has certain effect on communication of folk dance art. As for drawing materials and information collection, the folk dance art needs to consume certain cost time; upon choreography, certain cost will be consumed; the performers' performance and propagandists' propaganda will also consume some costs; all those investments form the cost of dance art. In the art production, it is required to consider economic factor; if the final benefit is less than cost, the investors or initiators will run at a loss. If the artistic creation has a high cost and the public can't afford such cost, great limitations will be caused to art communication. Then, it is the influence of political demand on communication of folk dance. Generally speaking, as long as the folk dance conforms to governmental interests, its development will be supported, and the artistic works which will cause certain damage on country will be limited.
Analysis on factors influencing communication of Chinese folk dance art under background of mass media

Conclusion
In a word, in mass media era, the corresponding changes also have happened in the communication of folk dance art; meanwhile, there are certain requirements proposed to folk dance art. Only the art which is closely linked with the public and conforms to the public's aesthetic opinions can be better spread; meanwhile, in communication process, it is also required to make full use of various kinds of media and exert their respective advantages so as to jointly promote communication of Chinese national folk dance.
